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1. Introduction

In 1913, Harris proposed the classical economic order quantity (thereafter, EOQ) model by assuming that a buyer must pay for the items as soon as receiving them (Harris, 1913). In practice, a seller (e.g., a supplier or a manufacturer) frequently offers his/her buyers trade credit (e.g., permissible delay in payment). Trade credit reduces the buyer's holding cost of inventory and hence attracts new buyers who consider it to be a type of price reduction. On the other hand, granting trade credit also increases the seller's opportunity cost (i.e., the loss of capital opportunity during the credit period) and default risk (i.e., the event in which the buyer will be unable to make the required payments on his/her debt obligation). In addition, it is a well-known fact of learning-by-doing that production cost of a new product declines by a factor of from 10 to 50 percent each time the accumulated production volume doubles. Therefore, we propose an economic production quantity model from the seller's prospective to determine his/her optimal trade credit period and production lot size simultaneously in which (i) trade credit increases not only sales but also opportunity cost and default risk, and (ii) production cost declines and obeys a learning curve phenomenon. Then the necessary and sufficient conditions to obtain the seller's optimal trade credit and order quantity are derived. Finally, we use some numerical examples to illustrate the theoretical results and to provide some managerial insights.
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production quantity (thereafter, EPQ) model with permissible delay in payments and allowable shortages. Teng et al. (2011) obtained the retailer’s optimal ordering policy when the supplier offers a progressive permissible delay in payments. Min et al. (2012) developed an EPQ model for deteriorating items with stock-dependent demand and permissible delay in payments. Teng et al. (2012) extended an EOQ model with trade credit financing from constant demand to non-decreasing demand. Recently, Sarkar (2012) established an EOQ model with permissible delay in payments and time varying deterioration rate. Many related articles can be seen in Chang et al. (2003, 2010), Chen et al. (in press-a, in press-b), Cheng et al. (2012), Goyal et al. (2007), Huang and Hsu (2008), Lou and Wang (2013), Min et al. (2010), Ouyang et al. (2005, 2006), Shinn and Hwang (2003), and their references. All inventory models described above are studied only from the perspective of the buyer whereas in practice the length of trade credit period for the seller has received relatively little attention by the researchers except Abad and Jaggi (2003), Chern et al. (2013), Kim et al. (1995), Wang et al. (2014), Zhou et al. (2012), and others.

Arrow (1962), Hirschmann (1964), Rosen (1972), and The Boston Consulting Group (1972) observed that the total unit cost to produce a new product declines by a factor of from 10 to 50 percent each time the accumulated production volume doubles, due to learning by doing. In other words, when cost vs. production is plotted on a log–log scale, the graph is approximately a straight line with negative slope $-l$, where $0.1 \leq l \leq 0.5$. As noted the learning coefficient $l$ in this learning-by-doing phenomenon can be estimated by plotting cost vs. production on a log–log scale. Many researchers have applied this learning-by-doing phenomenon into production-marketing model to obtain optimal pricing, advertising, quality, and other strategies, such as Teng and Thompson (1983, 1996), Thompson and Teng (1984), Tsai (2012), and others.

In this paper, we derive the seller’s optimal trade credit and lot size policies in an EPQ model in which (1) the length of trade credit period increases not only demand rate (i.e., the longer the trade credit period, the higher the demand rate) but also the opportunity cost and the default risk (i.e., the longer the trade credit period, the higher the opportunity cost and the default risk), and (2) the production cost declines and obeys a learning curve phenomenon (i.e., the total unit production cost declines by a factor of 10 to 50 percent each time the accumulative production volume doubles). Then we establish the necessary and sufficient conditions for finding the optimal solution, characterize the impact of various parameters on the optimal solution, and provide some managerial insights. Due to the complexity of the problem, we are unable to obtain a closed-form solution to the seller’s optimal credit period. Consequently, we propose an algorithm to obtain the seller’s optimal trade credit. Finally, some numerical examples are provided to illustrate the theoretical results and obtain some managerial insights.

2. Notation and assumptions

The following notation and assumptions are used in the entire paper.

2.1. Notation

- $M$ the seller’s trade credit period to his/her buyers in years (decision variable)
- $Q$ the seller’s production lot size in units (decision variable)

- $o_c$ the average ordering cost per order (or set-up cost per production run) in dollars
- $c_0$ the learning curve production cost for making the first unit in dollars
- $s$ the selling price per unit in dollars (with $s > c_0$)
- $h$ the average stock holding cost per unit per year in dollars
- $r$ the seller’s annual compounded interest rate on opportunity cost
- $t$ the time in years
- $D(M)$ the annual demand rate in units as a function of the trade credit period $M$
- $P$ the annual production rate in units (with $P > D(M)$)
- $I(M, Q)$ the seller’s profit function per year in dollars
- $M^*$ the seller’s optimal trade credit period in years
- $Q^*$ the seller’s optimal production lot size in units
- $\Pi^*$ the seller’s optimal profit per year in dollars.

2.2. Assumptions:

Next, the following assumptions are made to establish the mathematical inventory model.

1. It is a well-known learning-by-doing phenomenon (e.g., see Arrow (1962), and Hirschmann (1964)) that the total unit production cost declines by a factor of from 10 to 50 percent each time the accumulative production volume doubles especially during the introduction phase of a new product. Mathematically, this is equivalent to the assertion that $c(t)$ is the unit cost of production at time $t$, $X(t)$ is the accumulative production volume at time $t$, and $l$ is the learning coefficient which usually falls in the range of $0.1 \leq l \leq 0.5$. For simplicity, we may assume that the learning curve production cost for making $X$ units is as follows:

$$c(t) = c(0)\left(\frac{X(0)}{X(t)}\right)^l,$$

where $c(t)$ is the unit cost of production at time $t$, $X(t)$ is the accumulative production volume at time $t$, and $l$ is the learning coefficient which usually falls in the range of $0.1 \leq l \leq 0.5$. Note that if $u=1$ then the total unit production cost is constant and there is no learning curve phenomenon.

2. In practice, there are three simple ways to represent an increasing demand of the credit period $M$: linear, polynomial, or exponential. For simplicity, we assume that the demand rate $D(M)$ is a positive exponential function of the credit period $M$ as $D(M) = Ke^{aM}$,

$$D(M) = Ke^{aM},$$

where $K$ and $a$ are positive constants. For convenience, $D(M)$ and $D$ will be used interchangeably.

3. Granting a longer credit period to the buyer induces a higher default risk to the seller. For example, the default risk of a 30-year mortgage is higher than that of a 15-year mortgage. In practice, there are three simple ways to represent an increasing of default risk with respect to the credit period $M$: linear, polynomial, or exponential. For simplicity, we may assume that the rate of default risk giving the credit period $M$ is assumed here to be

$$F(M) = 1 - e^{-bM},$$

where $b$ is the coefficient of the default risk, which is a positive constant.

4. The seller offers the buyer a trade credit period of $M$. Since the seller’s annual compounded interest rate is $r$, the future value
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